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Students Rally

•

Protest

In

by Jean St. Andre
Amid chants of "No way, we
..von't pay", a group of
approximately 175 students
gathered on the steps of Boyden
Hall yesterday to protest the
impending dorm fee increase.
The rally, scheduled for 3 p.m.
began shortly thereafter with Al
Silva introducing the President I
of the college, Dr. Adrian Rondileau,
to the crowd. Rondileau began by
stating that if it were up to hilT!; he'
would have a totally free system of
higher education. Response to this
statement ranged from jeers of
disbelief to sheer mockery to
resigned acceptance.

One young lady questioned the
rationale of the Dorm Authority in
their action of increasing Wood Hall
..
__'1il.".>.'1liI_ _ _ _ _.;.;..._ _ _ _ _ _, =..::;~'
,',~.~,"'c:","M''''".''',.''
by $150 per year. She claimed that
the latest increase at Wood Hall wassupposedly for maintainance and
repalrs, "and we haven't seen any of
this. Why?" Rondileau's response;
"Good question." He went on to
explain that these increases were
needed in order to meet the
expenses required for next year.
(Above): A female resident protests dorm
"Why, are rents going to be the
fee increase. The question raised by many
same for a much older dorm (Wood)
as they will be for the newer ones?",
students: '~s Woodward Hall (above right)
asked another protester. According
worth .the same fee as the Great Hill
to RondiJeau, the Trustees thought
Dormitory ,Complex?" (below ri,ght)
,it" would be' better to move toward
unified rents throughout the state.
"Why are the fees increasing so Presidents in our behalf, to defend
with 2 or 3 other people when we
drastically? Where and when is it our position. Nodding in agreement,
could get a room at Pope and have
Address
to:
going to stop?" No one knows.
the President withdrew from the
just one roommate. Is this fair?",
Mr.
Ellison
Julie Tobojka, president of Wood rally with Dean David Deep to
Henderson asked. SGA as well as
Hall, appealed to the President for attend a pre-scheduled College
Dorm Council. officials agreed it was
o/Trustees
his aid in supporting the student Community Relations Committee
not. One of the banners referring to
cause. Rondileau answered that meeting.
Wood Hall daiIped of its ability to
there are two things that he would
After Rondileau's 20 minute
burn to the ground in 3 minutes as
do if 'he could, that is to "keep appearance, the crowd addressed
another of its "attributes".
student costs low and faculty their questions and petitions to
After thanking all those in
VOICE YOUR OPINION AND
salaries high." He, feels that his members of the SGA and the Dorm
attendance, Joe Lamothe,
COUNT!
influence is felt in these areas.
Council. Another complaint that
President of SGA, urged everyone
Kim Cleghorn, Student Advisory was aired by Dawn Henderson
to join in a unified effort to write
Council (SAC) representative from referred to the living conditions in
letters to George Ellison, Head of
BSC, pleaded with the President to Wood Hall. "We have to live in a
the Board of Trustees, whose
use his power on the Council of much older dorm and have to live address follows.
... ~'

your ,letters
George
Head of Board
53 State Street
Boston, Massachusetts
MAKE IT
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AreY ou Safe?

Ed Copp
How safe is it to walk on campus
after dark? According to Campus
Police Chief Fortunato Graca, it is
not as safe as it should be.
Graca stated the need for better
lighting, more visible cross walks,
and at least, four additional police
officers.
'
The force presently ha!:) eight
men, with a maximum of 2 men on
every shift: Graca said that at times
there may b~ 'only one man on duty
during a regular 8-hour shift. vyith

two men on, providing> the campus
with proper security is hard enough,
with one man it is extremely difficult.
Graca cited that a problem exists
when a hospital run is made. This
leaves the campus with no cruiser
and only a foot patrolman. If an
emergency arises at the Great Hill
Dorms, the responding time for the
police is longer than it ,should be.
Although there are two cruisers
assigned to the campus police.only
one is available.
.
'Although there are two 'cars
assigned to the Campus Police, only
one is' available, for the other car is
authorized to be used by Louis
Perry, Superintendent of Building
and Grounds.
Another area of concern to Graca
is the lighting of the campus. He
feels that the amber lights similar to
those used on Main Street in,
Brockton should be installed. He
also said that the lights in front of the
Student Union are not sufficient.
Althbugh they are 500 watt bulbs,
they only give off' the light of 50
watt bulbs. He said that all over
there should be better lighting
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President
1 V. Pres. 2 V. Pres.
Secretary
Asst. Treasurer
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Albert SilvQ ~)~l
T. Michael Robertson t
Richard Deluca (write-in)
Nancy Paglione
Diane Calderone ~~i~
SusanFrenchf'
Victoria Smialek ~m
Michael Bezoenik
" , '
:::;
Karen Tobin (write-in) ::::
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la~:~ther area that Graca Senator-at~Large
pinpOinted for' lighting is .the (
commuter lot and. the are~ around '{
the Campus Poltce Statton and :;::
•
Burrill avenue . He said that ::::
students crossing the railroad ::;::::;:::::::::;:;:::::;:::;::::::::::::::;:;:::::::;;::::;:::::;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::;;::::::::::::::::::;::;:::;:::;:::;:::::;:;:;::;::::::;:;:;:;:::::::;:;:::::::::::;:::::::::;::
tracks or walking across the parking
lot are "vulnerable to attack". There
is only one light in the parking lot
and that lights up only a small
area.
Graca feels that there should be
more lighting on Burrill Avenue
since many students use this road to
and from Great Hill. Graca said that
Editorials ......... ~ .... p;2
since his appointment as chief in
Scronson ............ ~. p.2
1976 there has been only "one
Announcements ........ p.3
reported ,incident of a female
Culture ............... p. 4-5
student being approached that
Classifieds ............. p.6
occurred on Burill Avenue.
.
The incident happened just past
Sports ........ ',. ",' ... p. 7·8
Moon Heist...p. 4
the campus police station, but the
Panama C~nal ...p. 3
girl was apparently unaware oLthe .
location of the station. The girl ran
past the station to Great Hill and
called the police from there.
"A free press is not a priuilege but an organic necessity in Q
,Graca said that this incident
brought up two points: 1) the
great society."
installation of ,lights on the street~
Lippmann
an(2)'the need-f6r a-signoutside the
police station. He said that there are
, (cpnt., on 'p. 3)
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I would, at this time, like to thank all those generous and cooperative
people who gladly donate $25.00 a year to the S.G.A., with the only
benefit being the reaping of whatever benefit there is in putting a personal
6r classified advertisement in THE COMMENT.
These many hundreds of students do not ask for more than a weekly
newspaper to read and maybe an occasional S.G.A. sponsored party to
attend.
Some people really aren't being generous. They may have to work and
therefore cannot take the time'to participate in S.G.A. activities.
Many students, however, ding to the excuse of living too far from
school to be able to take advantage of what the S.G.A. offers. True,
some people may live as far away as Brockton (a twenty minute drive) or
even The Hill (a thirty minute walk). I completely understood, sort of.
Let's face it ·mostof the clubs and organizations receiving S.G.A. funds
hold their business meetings at the hour most people have free, 11.00
p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays (that's T or X on your schedule), and
that might interfere wit~ 'hanging ,around in theStudent Union. Maybe
I shouH'tell these nice people what some of the benefits that their
generosity gives to selfish people who do demand something for our
mo'ney are. If people did decide to participate this would mean :more'
clubs seeking more money. Result: Fee Increase, and Heaven knows we
get enough fee increases around school.
Another reason to be thankful, (and I especially like this one), is the
S.G.A. elections. Since a very small percentage of the students
population actually votes, it is very easy for my friends and me to elect
only members of our clique to the Student Senate. Which means it is
very easy for us to control the Senate and its policies(inc1uding
distribution of money}.
.
Of course, someday the people that we put on the S.G.A. (the word
elected would not be accurate) may decide to do away with elections all
together. We could simply appoint the best looking, most likable people.
Who cares about ability?
Then again, I suppose little oligarchy can't last forever. Someday more
than ten percent of the student body may get together and decide to join
existing dubs, form new clubs, or run for S.G.A or something silly of
that nature. When this happens, it will probably spoil all the fun my
grandchildren may be having, and that stupid idea of democracy will
return to Bridgewater State College.

RAe

'tOU SHOULD HAVE SirEN

THE ~e:ST ;r HAD IOD"'I.
I1\UL."TIPLe' C"HOICe- QU6S11o ~S

:TAPAN cS e"
1N Cill'..£E'&(,
AND ESS"V QUE"STaotJS

WtllTT£tl iN
bl A.EC,TIONS

WRIT'TE"tJ

To the Class of 1919;
I would like to take the

'··;6pp&rfunitY'vto'··arinot:tnee · my
candidacy for re-election to
president of our class.
Last year I was new to the
position and overwhelmed ,. by the
support I received. This year I hope
you will again support me in the
primary and final election.
I would like to have the chance to
help make bur senior year
organized, profitable and one we'll
never forget.
So please· remember what the
class has done in the past, look at
what we did in the present and think
what 'can be done in the
future. Please vote and re-elect me,
president of the class of 1979.
.
Sincer~lyjM~ke Palma
!!fi1.111i1J

';
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:' ':!Demonstratlon

Framingham-Members of the
Student Advisory Commission
(SAC) representing the students of
all, 10. state colleges in
MassachuseUsiare· calling for't
student demonstration in Boston,
during the Middle of March, to
inform the public about a lack of
student participation at the
bargaining table between'the State
College Board of Trustees and the
Massachusetts Teachers association (MTA) , which is the union
representing the faculty at the state
colleges.
Members of SAC, meeting at
Framingham State College March 2
and March 5, said students only
want a ,voice in the' collective
bargaining sessions to discuss those
issues which· directly influence the
educational process at the colleges
each as contact hours" those time
member of the fa1culty meet with
students to discuss academic
problems, the size of classes, faculty
evaluations, the amount of classes a
teacher can conduct during a
semester, and campus goverance
which legithnizes a student
governments at each of the
campuses.
. SAC . President and, Student
Member to the Booard of Trustees
John O'Connell said students do
not want input on such issues as

a

tenure tor taculty or the amount of
salary a fac\llty member will recieve.
Framingham State College SAC
Representative John Mara, said
members of SAC have been
¥/qrking. to ,inclu4~ . student·sin. th~
collective bargaining process since
July of 1977.
Collective bargaining is a process
in which the MTA negotiates with
the Board of Trustees to reach an
agreement between the two parties
dealing with wages, working
conditions and the internal
governing procedures of each
individual campus.
In the present contract session,
which have not yet started, students
are requesting the MTA and the
trustees recognize the students as a
third party in the negotiating
sessions.
For students to become third
party at the bargaining table. the
trustees and theM!A must agr,ee}9
have students at the"table. "·t:" . .
The trustees andj}ie.MTAilave
agreed to have a prenegotiatlon talk
with the students, but neither party
will allow the students at the table,
according to O'Connell.
The purpose for SAC calling for
the student demonstration in
Boston is to ';s"how the MT A,. the
board of Trostees and'the public,
that"l the students of the State
College system are united and want
to have a meaningful input into the
educational .process, O'Connell
said.
'
"The students," O'Connell says,
"also recognize that they may be the
only ones that have an interest in
protecting the publics investment in
higher education." .
"They (the students)," O'Connell
continues, "want the best education
possible at the best price."
"The students have the most to
gain, or lose, a a result. of these
negotiations," O'Connell concluded.
The demonstration which SAC is
calling for, will not only deal with
collective bargaining but SAC is also
compiling a list of problems at each
of the camputes" which will be
presented to the trustees and the
MTA.
Amoung the issues expected 'to
be raised by SAC is collective
bargaining dorm increases,
reorganization of the State College
Systel!l, campus. book stores, and
co-ops.

UJ FRENCH.

It Took Guts

ILetters to the Editor I
Class of '79

)

To the Editor:
After reading the bulletin board
outside the SGA office, I was
pleased to see that the qualified pea-.
pIe were elected to the positions
they sought. Special congratulations to T. Michael Robertson who
had the guts to run for an office that
demands a lot of work and receives
little credit.
Sincerely,
A Concerned Stu4~pt

Affirmative Action'
Advisory Committee,·

SO WHAT
I)\D you

L.h'ISI~\.E'

WA.ITe-

yOUQ..

,,,-ssw E'R.S
1t4

;>.

Anyone who took pictures of
the G rain Mill Fire .... If you have
time and could drop in at the
Fire Station with them, the firefighters would like to look at
them ... so drop by, please!

~fH;:;iih::;:F;:;:<:R:;;i;;;rtdoffi1~i

I .Raise fee to $ 2 5 1 6 0 ~j!~
t.

f
t
t

There are eurrentIy openings on
Raisefee to $22.50
111
the. Affirmative. Action Advisory
Keep
present
fee
'
60
Committee. This .is an all college
committee. This is an all college
Total Number Voting - 331
'
committee comprised of students, :::::'::::::::::::::iir:::;::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::;;:;::;:;::;::::;:;:;:i:::;:::;:;:::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;/
faculty and administrators. It deals
with matte-rs pertaining to
compliance with state and federal
affirmative action guidelines. Any
students interested in serving on
(established 1927)
this committee should contact AI
Silva in the Student Government
Office.

I
t
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,Class
Elections'<

. Class elections will

be

held

,begin~ing the second week in April.

The schedule for due dates for
nomination papers is as follows;
T,he nomination papers are
available 'in th~ $GA office located
on. tile :;2rtdf floor of' the· Student
, Union:; ·Tf1~s;e' . dates should be
followed closely so that your .name
will be on the ballot. It should also be
noted that the classes mentioned for
next year's classes are7for example,
this year's freshmen are next year's
sophomores,etc.
March 6, Mon.. papers out for
Senior class.
March 21, Mon. - papers out for
Junior class.
March 31~ Fri.- papers due for
Seniors.
March 31, Fri. - Papers available for
Sophomore class.
April 7. Fri. , Primaries for Seniors
April 7, Fri: . papers due fot Juniors.
April ·12, Wed. - Senior class officer
election
April 14, Fri. - Primaries for Junior
class.
April 14, Fri. . papers due for
Sonhomore class.
April 19, Wed .. Junior class
elections.
April' 21, Fri. - Primaries for
.Sophomore class.
Aprii 26, Wed. - election for
Spphomore class.
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,. Announcements· I
BROCKTON VETERANS ADMINISTRA TION HOSPITAL
The Brockton Veterans Administration hopital is recruiting volunteers
who have a few free hours each week to serve in one of the following
areas: Patient Escort Service, Companion Vistitor, Personal Service Aid
on wards, Library Assistant, Ceramic Therapy, or Recreation Therapy.
Mr. Richard A. Silver, Hospital Director, in appealing for volunteers
stated, "The need for more volunteers at the hospital is great, and the
programs are flexible and varied allowing interested people to fit serving
in at anytime of the day or evening. Volunteers may choose their own day
and time of the week, and they will find the pleasure and satisfaction of
serving far exceeds the small sacrifice of thier time."
Mr. Silver also said, "Anyone interested in serving as a volunteer should
contact the hospital's Voluntary Service office for more information and
details." The Voluntary Service office number is 583-4500, ext. 339 or
368.
BOARD of GOVERNORS/PROGRAM COMMITTEE
APPUCATIONS
Applications for the 1978-79 Student Union Board of Governors and
Program Committee are available now at the Student Union information
Booth. These must be returned by Friday, April 7; 1978. Get involved to
make our programs and services even better. An orientation for
interested students will be held on Wednesday, AprilS, 1978 at 6:30 in the
Formal Dinig Room.
FINANCIAL AID INFORMA TION
This is a reminder to inform those students, interested in obtaining
financial aid for the Summer and/or Fall term, to apply as soon as
possible prior to the April IS, 1978, deadline. Applications must be
completed and processed by the College Scholarship Service prior to
this date in order to insure award notification during the late Spring and
Summer months. Applications will be accepted after this April 15, 1978
deadiine, but the availablity of funds for eligible students is not
guaranteed. All students must reapply each year for financial aid.
The applications procedures have been simplified this year. The Parent's
Confidential Statement (PSC) for dependent students is now defunct.
There is just one form, the Financial Aid Form (F AF), which is now used
to apply for all financial aid programs. These programs include a Basic
Grant, Mass. Board Scholarship, Supplemental Grant, National Direct
Student Loan, and the College Work Study Prograf!l. All students,
dependent or independent, initial or renewal, can apply for any or all of
these programs by obtaining and completing a F AF.
The F AF may be obtained in the Financial Aid Office, Boyden Hall.
Further information regarding programs and application procedures
may also be obtained in the Financial Aid Office.

OASIS
Above Average Age Students. Our club "'oasis" (Older Than Average
Students Improving Selves) will be meeting every Tuesday in SU I
between II ~nd 12. Everyone,isweic9me. Bring yo,ur sojf~.~f\1)gjoin.l;ls~.
,
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The Staff and Children of the Early childhood Learning Center, Inc.
Bridgewater State college cordially invites you to our third Annual Art .
Show March 6, through March 10, .1978. We hope to see you at the
Reception Thursday evening, March 9, 19787:00 to 9:00 p.m_ Student
Union Art Gallery Student Union Building,. BSC Refreshments will be
served.

Are You Safe?
(cont. from p. 1)
many students on campus who do
not know where the station is.
One point that was stressed by
Graca for dorm students, especially
girls, is that under "no
circumstances should girls
returning to ddrms after they have
been locked out for the night allow
anyone they do not know in." H~
said that he has been stressing this
since he became chief, and that the
girls are still not following his
warnings ..
. Other areas of safety that
con'cernGracaar~ crosswalks. He
says that the pres~nt paint being
used to paint the crosswalks wears
off the road fairly fast. He feels that
the crosswalks should be painted
with green paint bord~red by white.
According' to Graca, there' have
been no serious injuies as a result of

students being hit by cars during the
day, and by "sheer luck" no
students have been hit at night. He
would like to see·the installation of
flashing school zone lights at· the
intersection of. Park Avenue and
Summer Streets, and at Elwell and
Park Avenues.
Chief Graca said that his prime
tone ern is for "the safety of life and
limb of all students, day and
evening, ,while on campus."
The Chief would also like to see
the establishment of a Campus
Safety Committee to study the
problems that now exist or that may
come up in the future.
~ext year's SGA President, AI
Silva, when told about the Chiefs
suggestion, said that he would look
into the. setting· .up of such 'a
committee.

Special Olympics
In association with the National'
Special Olympics, .there will be a.
Special Olympics State. Poly
Hockey Tournament to be held at
East Bridgewater High School and
the Kelley Gymnasium at
Bridgewater State College on April"
. 9th. Poly hockey is a game that was
developed by the Boys Clubs of
America, using a field hockey stick
and a whiffle ball.
Dr. Joseph Huber of the Health
and Physical Education department
at BSC,· who is the director of the
Children's Physical Development
Clini~, . wilIbe directing this
tOllrnam~nt.: Any. special needs
,. cHild may beregistered and entered
for the tournament through the

school that he or she attends.
Children must be registered by
March .15th.
Many positions need to be filled
by BSC students; life guards, locker
room attendants, monitors, timers,
scorers, and referees. Additional
information and descriptions of
these positions may be found on the
sign·up sheets in each dormitory
and the Student Union. If there are
'any questions concerning sign-ups,
contact Barb or Barbi in RoomG9,
Scott Hall, extension 357.
There will. be a mandatory
rr)eeting . for all .interested BSC
students .01"1 April.· fifth, at seventhirty PM in SU No.2., , ,
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·PaHama Canal:, Part 4

The American Motif
by Peter Taylor
Fact and fancy cloud much of the
American Experience; myths of
democracy, myths of the south, and
myths of the frontiersmen lace the
United States with a readily
acceptable motif. The Panama is not
excluded from its share of facts and
fa~cy and thus becomes a part of
the American motif. To address this
issue honestly, it is of prime
importance to separate fact and
fancy, for any realistic appraisal
necessitates this. The American
motif, constructed by our search for
a usable past, must be appreciated
for what it is, a glamerous mixture of
myth and reality, but it must not be
allowed to interfere with the
approach to this issue's resolution.
Therefore, let us begin by
separating the facts from the fancy
in the arguments commonly
invoked concerning the relinquishment of the Panama Canal.
'We built it, we paidforit, we own
it, and we are not going to give it
away." The gladiator of the GOP,
Ronald Reagan, gladly supplied the
first line of defense for the
opposition to the treaty. This
.statement makes a further, less
obvious, implication that any,
President who takes steps to
reliquish a control as a "territ~ry" is
overstepping his legal boundaries.
The key words are "own Hand
"give away". "The Canal Zone and
the Panama are constitutionally
aquired territories and properties of
the U.S." argues Senator John
McClellan, "the title has been
upheld by the Supreme Court. n "If
we approve this,"says Marvin
Schlitzler an Iowan dairy farmer, "it
will just slip 'through aur hands."
Some see the "giveaway" as a slap in
the face. "This country has been
pushed around too long, says
Sylvia Roberts, a housewife.
Senator Michael O'Keete:Jeels'\that
"we are just being victimized by a
small, nondemocratic country."
With national pride flowing, John
Michaelis, a restaurant owner
asserts, "we shouldn't suffer any
further loss of prestige.
These interpretations are all
linked to the ownership of the canal
and zone and post Viet Nam retreat
reaction. The question of the
Panama Ca~al became inextricably
entangled with the matter of
American strength and pride,
patriotism vs: surrender. But do we
own it to surrender it?
The evidence delineating
o.vmership is slim. In 1914, Columbia
recognized the United State's
"exclusive right" to title and the U.S.
?upreme Court in 1928. did uphold

that the U.S. did have title to that . may best be approached from
area. It is also true that the money different perspectives: l.
used to finance the canal communist infiltration, 2.defense of
construction did come from the the canal. 3. . strategic asset
taxpayer. It is not proper to say that assumption.
Firstly, the evidence concerning
the Americans unilaterally built it,
for they had Iarge amounts of communist infiltration is spotty; one
help from foreigners in the Central spot in fact, appears on the record.
American region. However, the In 1964, during the second series·of
Treaty of 1936 resolved the student revolts (the first series being
sovereignty and title vesture by in 1959) that attempted to implant
referring to the canal zone as a the Panamanian flag in the canal
. . territory of the Republic of Panama zone, then secretary of the Army,
onder the juristiction of the U.S." Cyrus Vance, flew to Panama to
This evidence of redefinition and oversee the operation to control the
revision post.d"ates both assertions .riot and round up the violators. In an
to title. "The U.S. posessesallrights interview follOwing the effort, Sec.
and powers of authority as if it were Vance responded in this fashion to a
sovereign." This statement question as to thje involvement of
demonstrates that what the U.S. red agents;")'€S, several communist
had purchased was not land, but agents were identified by our own
rights. So goes the claim of men at our request. .. {they) were
ownership and the myth of taken into custody by the Guardice
National. At least 10 were identified.
giveaway.
The next commonly used They were people trained in Cuba.
argument one hears is that of Commander of the Panamanian
communist infdtration of the canal troops had this~omment,"They use
zone and the even more basic sound trucks ... , they were trained in
question as to the effective defense Mr. Castro's school." This may
of the canal. This area of argument initially lend a certain amount of
corresponds to the first area of legitamacy to that theory of a
treaty revision proposals mentioned .p a n am a -Cub a -M 0 S cow a xis
earlier. Many feel, in fact, that it is Moorer endorses. The evidence
the communists who are causing starts to break down under closer
the increased agitation of the inspection. This is the only reported
Panamanians. Sen. McClellan lays incident spanning two World Wars,
the groundwork: ..... continued the Korean Conflict, the cold war
undiluted US. sovereignty is of • and two sets of riots in Panama.
transcendant importance... (in) the Furthermore, it is in the economic
defense of our country and the best· interests of Panama that her
whole western hemisphere." canal stay open, accessable, and
Coupling instability of government above all" neYtral.Panama's
with communist infiItratin and economy relies heavily on the
ultimately insecure canal defense, money paid annually from the U.S.
Rep. Matthew Rinaldo points out 'and . the percentage of tolls
that "there have been 59 changes of collected. Almost a quarter, 24%, 0
government in the last 70 years." their GNP for 1975 was directl!,}
Adm. Thomas Moorer, former attributable to the canal and our
Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of military bases. As a result, Panama
Staff, ,suppOrted· ·'t.f:if!·~~infiltiation has,tile.highestincome ~,capj~~ 01
theory when he testified before the Central America and the fourth
Senate Foreign Relations highest in all of Latin America, and
Committee. "Do not be surprised," still climbing, $648/1972 and
Moorer intoned, "'if this treaty is $1060/1975, a 61% increase.
ratified in its present form, to see a Unstable or not, these figures alone
Soviet and/or Coban presence would sober any' divtator of any
quickly established . in the country government that may be foolhardy
of Panama. Continued U.S. enough to gamble them away for
presence is the only feasible political Qr personal gain. He may, in
posture." Finally, out and out fact, be dead wrong.
Secondly, the de,fense of the canal
conservatives like Senator
Strom Thu,rmond (R·S.C.) leader of may be put effectively. can any
the hard core of 20 or so Senators nation effectively defend the canal?
who resist all but cosmetic change, Adequate defense is unrealistic, our
see the State Department as in military leaders and experts
effect the agent of hostile power and conclude. It is generally agreed that
regardc the treaty negotiations as the cani;l.~t.~~h. i~s delicate locks and
the giveaway of a vital strategic strategic' dams, is virtually
indefensabler",AU it.would take is a
asset to the communists."
These series of interpreations six man undenva1er demolition
team to blow the hen,<:)ut~·pf the
locks" says one intelligence' ekpert.
A popular uprising, guet;illa· action
and sabotage are the only
contingencies seriously imagimable
there and they would most likely
These are Irma. and Joel really close to some of them~ arise in response. to the unyielding
Guiterrez from the Philippines ... • . There's really· notrpuch to do here clasp of the U.S.. ~ "The. chances of
Irma and Joel have attended BSC but from our experience from defending the canal against
since last fall. The college was travelling, we've made it a principle . sabotage are greatly increased with
recommended by the headmaster of that if we want things to happen, we the cooperation of the Panamanthe American School of Brasilia \ make them happen," said both of ians." Adm. James Holloway points
out that it's the terrain bOrdering the
where they completed their high them.
_One of the nicest experiences canal that proVide the major
school requirements. Before
coming to Bridgewater, they spent 3 they've had was when they stayed hinderance to "its adequatye
years in Brazil. Their father is a UN with an American family. Peter protection ," those jungles are the
diplomat and because of this, Irma . Cannon and his family adopted Irma most rugged in the world, capable of
and Joel have travelled a lot. They and Joel for the Christmas vacation swallowing 100.000 G.I.'s· easily.
have been mostly in South America and helped them enjoy their time in Mortai' rounds caeln judiciously
. Jobbed in by sabatuers. and could
and countries like Spain, Italy, and America.
Irma is the new vice-president of easily disrupt the lock sysfem,even
.Japan, to name a few.
the International Student with minor damages. General
Irma, a biology major, wants to go AS$ociation and Joel is the new Maxwell Taylor, another former
into marine biology after she' has treasurer. Both of them take their chairman oftheJoint Chiefs of Staff,
completed her courses here. Joel, position in the ISA seriously. A trip alludes to the reduced risks of
on the other ha'nd,'would like to go to the Boston Museum of Science sabotage with popular support,"
into statistics. They only plan to stay last Saturday would not have been cooperation. with Panama will
here for four year!> and then go bach possible without their organiza· provide improved protection
against ... terrorism and sabotage."
to the Philippines or wherever their tional efforts.
the International ' - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _.........
The officers
parents are going to be by that time.
The only change Irma. and joel Student Association this semester
. had to go through when they came are i;l.S follows:
Clare Kass€·- President
to the U.S. was a new sense of
Irma Gutierrez·· Vice·president
resposibility, that is, having to make
Joel Gutierrez-- treasurer
their own decisions all. the time.
Regina Zwerger·· Secretary
Other than missing their family, they
have .no complaints about being Everybody is welcome to attend the
here. "We have made a lot of friends meetings of the ISA! Watch for
since tastsemester and we've gotten .future announcements!
N
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'THE ARTS
Roundabout
by Gil Bliss
Looking for a job? There is now a new specialty--doing underwater
repair work in the steaming, murky depths of a nuclear reactor tank.
ponning leakproof wetsuits, daring .frogmen enter the chemical1y and
radioactively contaminated waters. Special built-in cooling systems keep
them comfortable in 120 degree Fahrenheit temperatures. A relatively
.new procedure, underwater repair· has only been employed in two
reactors so far. Yet it proved its value in its very first use at Consolidated
Edison's Indian Pojnt 2 Plant: Divers fixing jammed underwater
equipment noticed that the entire fuel transfer system was badly
deteriorated. As a result of their observations, Edison engineers decided
to ~oml?letely overhaul the system.
In debt? Need a quick and easy $750 (dollars)? Here's a deal you
should know about. Well, on second thought, maybe it isn't so quick and
easy after all. But you should know that you have some valuable assets
~nder your sk~n--your bones. There's a skeleton shortage happening
nght now·-and'it threatens to get worse befor it gets better. The cost of a
good skeleton has risen to over $700 (bucks). Medical schools are
locking u~ thei: bo.ne~ at .night to keep student pranksters from stealing
them. IndIa, With Its lndlgent hordes, has taditionally been the main
source for the world's skeletons. But Indira Ghandi, a Hindu, forbade the
sale of skeletons on religious grounds. And though temporarily lifted
tha.t ban may be reimposed at any time. and that will leave the entire field:
as It were, to grave robbers:-and any of you out there who wish to sell
your own assets.
The mayor of Vulcan, West Virginia, wants his town to have a bridge,
and he doesn't care who sends the money to do it. But he's having a bit of
trouble getting anyone's attention. John J. Robinette wants to rebuild
the bridge--for about a quarter of a million dollars-·that connects his
hamlet of 200 souls with the rest of the world. Robinette first took the
logical step of asking Uncle Sam for the bucks. When he was turned
down, Robinette didn't lose heart. Instead, he wrote to the governments
of both the Soviet Union and East Germany to ask for foreign aid. He
hasn't gotten any response yet. Butthe optimistic mayor figures that
maybe 'his letters just didn't get through somehow. So how he wants to
follow up his letters with a polite little mailgram repeating his request for
$250,000 (dollars). Trouble is, Robinette is unemployed, and doesn't
have the $15 (bucks) it will cost.
I

.Mar~9f~~""f-lamp'~hire' 5 ministers have taken to their pulpits this
. . . week to ,denounce'Sovemor Meldrim Thomson's recent remarks
p.r~ising the apar~hejd government of South Africa. Following an II-day
VISit to South Afnca, the conservative Republican Governor claimed he
fou?d a free press and free elections then~. Thomson was also quoted as
saymg that the black ghetto of Soweto was "just wonderful" and even
contained houses finer than ones his friends lived in. As a re;ult of those
- statements, the New Hampshire National Council of Churches delivered
a statement from 14 of the state's top religious leaders criticizing·
Thomson's remarks. The message was sent to churches of almost all
denominations and was re~d from many pulpits.
''Let'sStrip Together." an Italian TV striptease quiz· show has been on
the air for about a year with no complaints--up until now, that is.· The
estimated viewing audience of 600,000 had been used to watching
professional strippers do their thing--shedding a piece of clothing for
each correct answer-·butrecently, the station began using amateur
strippers who/re iusfbored housewives. The professionals are angry and
have threatened to strike nationally. A station spokesman, on the other
hand,. thinks it's great because the TV station believes in viewer

partiCi~r~~~·';ii:i:;l,':;:',:/;j:ii:\~~:. ,;i;:._
-t\.b!?'fk pr:j~~t1eI;"his han9~~Hdf.ankles bound with (nylon socks, was

f()~v.dlf15jnged in, his ~()rth~r_nMi~si~~ppic:~1 recently, and his death has
. touched. off racial controversy in the community_ Last week an allblack coroner's jury ruled that James Garrett, a convicted burgler, .
committed suicide. During the hearing, an investigator with the
Mississippi Highway Patrol demonstated how Garrett could have tied
both hands using his teeth. But the President of a black citizen's
group in Marshall County charges that Sheriff Kenneth Smith
packed the jury with vulnerable blacks who feared they'd be in
'trouble if they didn't go along. The FBI is investigating.

THEY'D RATHER HAVE A DEAD WHALE DEPARTMENT: When
a 41-foot whale washed up on the shores of Sandyland, a walled enclave
of expensive homes in Northern California, the residents did their best to
keep it a,secret. It seems they'd rather have a dead whale than put up
with a lot of people coming in to remove it. And according to Human
Behavior magazine, it stayed a secret too, until the people in the
community of Santa Claus, located 'one mile north of Sandyland,
complained of the smell. When the; private guards refused to let
newspeople and investigators through Sandyland's gates, county
the Coast Guard and a diver, who
officials resorted to calling
approached the carcass from the water and finally managed to tow it out
to sea,

in

TUNEIN'TO
9:1.5 FM
geradio stationl

Space Visitors Expected
Scientists have predicted that
aliens from the planet Sayzar will
land on the Student Union stage this
Saturday at 2 p.m.
The planet Sayzar was recently
discovered while scientist Roberto
Barnetino waslooking through his
telescope and saw a glowing red
Galaxy which he has named
Crosus. He received a signal and
now is certain that these beings will
land at 2 p.m. on Saturday.
The BSC Children's Theatre,
however, received additional
information that these beings plan
to steal the Earth's moon while
visiting our planet, and so have
labeleud the event "Moon Heist".
The group, therefore, invites the
entire public to attend this historical
event for the small fee of 75q: per
person, 4Sq: for groups of 20 or more
(a tourist attraction rate).
Those who don't wish to attend
this once-in-a-lifetime ,event are
cautioned that the aliens thrive on

Eeerie moon people reveal themselves to the earth children of 2111 A.D.

large audiences, and may become
angry with those who don't come
Saturday. Please be aware that the

Children's Theatre is not
responsible for any powerful actions
that the aliens take on those people.

"Z 00 St ory"R eVlew
·
On March 2 & 3, 1978, the Horace
Mann Auditorium was graced with
the· presentation of "Zoo Story", a
one scene play by Edward Albee.
The play was directed by Steven
Martin, a very talented senior at
Bridgewater State ~_~U~g{!!t and
starred
actors, Paul Healy
and John Richards.
"Zoo Story" is a very moving and
powerful play. It was unique that for
the first time the actors cast
themselves in their characters. Both
Healy and Richards felt a need for
representation of Albee's work and
chose themselves as a vehic.le for .
the statement Albee· is making
IFls apparent that their .Ji,ne
dramatic performance was
enlighting, (to say the least) in
helping to clarify Albee's
statements.
One of the two main characters in
the play, whose name is Peter, w~s
played by Paul Healy. Healy did a
realistic job or portraying the
transition of Peter's character.
Peter was an ordinary, middle-aged
man, whose life never deviated from
his normal, everyday routine ..
Through his strange and sudden
acquaintance with the character of
Jerry (portrayed by John Richards)
that his life is drastically changed.
He is forced to leave his simple,
uncomplicated role in life and enter
as an unwilling accomplice in a
~suicidal death-wish.
• ,
. I'
The character Jerry was by far (
the .most intriguing aspect ot" the
play. Jerry was not crazy, as most
people might have thought. The
truth of the matter was, that Jerry
was too sane for society. He tried to.
understand man ,and his society,
and to justify his existence, but no
one could understand him-maybe
they· just didn't want to try. They
were too wrapped up in their stereotype role playing to care. It was
Jerry's keen insight into life which
finally· brought him to the brink of
insanity and to the world of death.
The characters of Jerry and Peter
are· two totally different people
whose lives somehow touch and will
never be the same. It is their
strange, bewildering. relationship
which makes "Zoo Story such a
powerfully poignant play.
To feel this strong emotion one
must surely give credit to the actors
who portrayed the characters of
Jerry and Peter, and to the director
who guided them past _ the
psychological barriers which are apt
to arise in a play of his type. I feel
that both Healy and Richards
turned in dynamic, convincing
performances. As an .audience
member, I could feei - pain,
,hopelessnes and tragedy of their
situiations.
Healy's character of Peter made
me realize the rut that one can,get
stuck in if Ile doesnt bother to carE?

two fIne

while Richard's Jerry drained the
pity a l1 d sorrow from my soul.
As a final comment, It would be
appropriate to state that Healy and
Richards, both Communication
Majors, have truly proven
themselves fine actors in every
sense of the word.
Horace Mann productions are by
far the most interesting and
entertaining forms of theatre one
can hope to find at Bridgewater

State College. It is a shame that
more people do' not take the time to
go and see and enjoy these events.
They are meaningful, cultural
experiencf;s which should be seen
by all
The next Horace Mann
production is entitled an
"Improvisational Dance Show." It
will be presented March 30 & 3l,
1978 at 8:00 p.m. The public is urged
to attend.

Art Club
Meeting,E vents
!h~ Sql.f are ," 655 Boylston St., :
On Tuesday, March 7, the Art
Club held its weekly meeting-- two
Boston, Ma. The artist will be
, items of major importance were
present from 5:30 to 7:00 p.m. on
discussed. Of prime interest is the Tuesday, March 14, 1978. Since this
showing of the nl;pc_t)'¥O films in our event falls during our vacation,
Art Films Series. "Ba!let.by De~s" special arrangements will made for
and "Impressionist" will be shown those who wish to attend. If
on Tues'clay, March 28 at 11:00 a.m. in interested, please contact Jo
the Art Building Seminar Room. - Champoux, ext. 351 or Sue
This is the first Tuesday after Spring Pittendreigh at 697-6758.
Just a quick reminder that the Art
Vacation. These films should prove
to be quite interesting and worth an Club is always .looking for new
hour of your time, so please plan to members and ideas. Being
stop by. Admission to these films, as considered is a Spring Drawing Trip
well as to all others in our series, is off·campus. Is there any place or
.time in particular you would like to
free to the public.
.,;. '
The Art Club has been invited"to go? If so, please come to our
preview a show of new paintings and meeting on March 28. WE NEED
drawings by Gino Hollander. This YOUR IDEAS! Have a good
exhibit will be held at the'''Gallery in vacation!

Bridgewater· Calendar
Current
BSC Children's Theatre presents The Moon Heist,March 9-15 in the
Student Union Auditorium. Performances are at 10 am (March 9, 10,13,
14 and 15 ) an? 2 pm (March 11).
March 10
Scott Hoffman and Gary Popovich at the· Chameleon Coffeehouse,
8:30 p.m.
.
March 17
The Full Moon Revue at the Chameleon Coffeehouse,S:30 pm.
March 1'1
"
General Tom Thumb and his Lady; a lecture by Mrs. Mertie E.
Romaine of Middleboro. 7:30 pm at the Bridgewater Public Library.
March- 'i7
.
Prints and paintings by John F. Lochtefeld, chairman of the Art
Department at Marymount College· through April 21 at the SSC Art
Gallery.
March 28
Entertainment in the S.U. Foyer at 11 am and in the Rathskellar at 5 pm.
March 29
S.U. Program Commitee Coffeehouse- S.U. Formal Diningroom, 7
p.m.
March 30
Bqpd in the Rat, 7 pm.
March 31 .. _
"Improvisational Dance Show sponsored by the Ensemble Theatre ir
the Horace Mt'lnn Auditorium, 8 p.m.
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Ensemble Theatre:

Brockton Art Center News

Godspell is Coming
The Bridgewater State College

.viII present Fitchburg State College
Players' Guild in their performance
:::>f "Godspell" on Sunday, April 2 at 8

p.m. in Horace Mann Auditorium at
Boyden Hall.
The rollicking musical includes
the songs "Day by Day", "On the
Willows", 'We Beseech Thee" and
many other favorites by Stephen
Shwartz.
The performance is part of an
effort to exchange productions
within the State College System.
The Ensemble Theatre will present
one of their productions within the
next two years at Fitchburg State

College.
Tickets for the complete
performance for "GodspeU" will go
on sale Monday, March 27th in front
of the bookstore. Tickets are $2.00
for B.S.C. students and staff, $2.50
for all others.

NYC TRIP
The Bridgewater State College
Ensemble Theatre will sponsor a
trip to New York City to attend a
per{ormance of the smash hit
musical "Annie" on Saturday, April
8th.

The musical was the 1977 Tony
Award Winner for Best Musical and
includes the hit song "Tomorrow".
The show is based on the comic
strip "Little Orphan Annie".
There are 30 tickets available for
the 8:00 p.m. performance. The
tickets are $5.00 each ($17.50 value)
and the bus fare is $12.00. The bus
will leave at 6 a.m. from the front of
the S.U. Auditorium, and leave New
York sometime after midnight.
Tickets will be on sale Thursday
March 30 from 11 a.m. till noon only
in front of the bookstore. Those
buying tickets must be present and
must pay in full.

'The best painting and sculpture
being done in the Boston area today
can. be seen when the Brockton Art
Center opens "Boston 78" on March
14. Recent works by approximately
sixty artists who live and work in
metropolitan Boston have been
brought together for "Boston 78"
the only show of its kind in New
Engl~u1d.-' -- - - - -.- Artists - were considered for
"Boston 78" if they live or work and
exhibit within the geographic
boundary of route 495. Richard
MinutiHo, Curator of the Brockton
A~t Center, and. Marilyn Hoffman,
DIrector, were responsible for
choosing the work for this show.
Select!ons were made during visits

to the artists' studios or to ,ljoston .
area art galleries.
The Boston area has never had a
;haw of this type for regional artists .
[he Brockton Art Center held its
=irst major painting invitational three
years ago, and exhibition which-was
patterned after the famous Whitney
Museum Biennial. With this year's
sl"lowing, now including sculpture,
the Brockton Art Center intends to
establish a tradition of presenting an
important invitational survey on a
biennial basis.
Although many of the articles in
"Boston 78" are well-established,
several new talents are presented as
well.
The exhibition will remain on.
display through May 28, 1978.
The Brockton Art Center is
located on Oak Street on Upper
Porter's Pond. The Center is open
Tuesday through Saturday I-Sp.m.;
Sunday 1- 6 p.m.; Thursday 1-10 p.m.
_
Admission for non-members is
one dollar.
Beggining April 1 a voluntary
admission policy wil! go into effect.
Nonmembers will be asked to pay
what they wish, but they must pay
something. The Art Center will no
longer be open Thursday evenings
beggining April 1st.
For further information call th~
Brockton Art Center 588-6000 .

••••••••••••

Coming of age in -Tequila means learning
two very important things~ ..
. how to hold up your Jeans with a
Cuervo belt bucl{le...
and pow to mix your Margarita'by the·
Cuervo pitcherful.

art

, I

Since you're already into the taste of Cuervo Gold, you'll. like getting into these
Cu'ervo arti/acts:
. , "
The Jose Cuervo Belt Buckle in pewter tone metal. One size fits any belt; $2.50.' '
The Jose Cuervo Margarita Pitcher. A roomy pottery pitcher! (guaranteed lead
" .
free) that holds manly-size pprtions; $4.99.
1b have either, fill out the coupon be(ow and send it' of! to our A merlcan hacienda.

.- ------MAIL TO: Cuervo Buckle/Pitcher Offer
P.O. Box 11152
"-.
Newington, Conn. 06111
Please send me the following:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795.

-------- ...

Jose Cuervo Belt Buckle
@

$2.50 each

Jose Cuervo Margarita Pitcher .
@

$4.99.each

'lbtal$_ _

Name _________________________________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..-_ __

City._-"'--_ _ _ State;_ _ _ _-Zip'--'-----

Offer good in the Continental United States. except States where
prohibited or licensed. Allow 6 weeks for delivery. Supply limited; offer
expires April 30. 1978. Connecticut residents add 7% sales tax.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ IIIIIIIIIItIIII _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _· . . . .
II
CUERVO ESPECIAL®TEQUILA. sO PROOF. IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY © 1978 HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD, CONN.

MEMBER'S EXHIBITION SET
Members of the Brockton Art
Center will have the opportunity to
exhibit an original work of art at the
musuem from April 7 through April
9, 1978 in its secnd annual
"Members' Exhibition." Any
member or adult over 14 who has
become a member by March 24,
1978, may participate in the exhibit.
All l?p.rtici~ants i!l the show will be
L:ltitled to invite families and friends
to a special opening reception in
their honor on Friday, April 7th at 8
p.m.
Bea Ferrier, chairperson of the
"Member's Exhibition" stated, "This
new show was conceived by the Art
Center's Town Council to
encourage participation and to
stimulate membership in the
museum. We hope it will help serve
the need of our artist-members to
, exhibit their own work to the public,
and perhaps sell it. The exhibition
should also give promising students
the opportuninty to build their
portfolios.
.
.
All oriSinal works of
will: be
exhibited, including paint'irigs,
draWinas;i l.iphotogrHpns;-j )!gr~plilc
works'and .sculptures, ~s '~~!l1 as
pottery, weaving, metalwork,
needlework, and other crafts, as
long as they are designed and
executed by the artist-member.
Although there 'will' be no Jury, we
are Although there will be no jury,
we are seeking quality objects
suitable for display in a museum.
Works 'may be for sale if the artist so
desires and the Art Center will take
a 10% commission.
All members are eligible and may
show one work by sending to the
Art Center as soon as possible their
name, address and phone number,
along with the title, size, and media
of the work. New members should
enclose their membershp fee:
Individual membership is $12,
Family $20 and Student or Senior
Citizen $5. This information must be
received at the Art Center by March
24th at 5:00 p_m. Although the
exhibition will be held in the Art
Center's spacious· auditorium
gallery, space is limited, so artists
will be accepted on a first-come
basis.
The exhibition will be hung with
seperate sections f0r professional
artists, amateurs, and students.
"Outstanding Artist" commendations will be giveri'in each category_
Winners names will be announced
at the opening and in the press.
Call the Brockton Art 'Center for
further information on the
"Member's Exhibition."

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Sharon SI. M., The personals have mounted
up to an explosive burst of ink, "Thank You*.
Be good, don't bum to much in the Bikini
State. and keep smiling. Friends, Love "ME·

Classi/ieds

Janet: Hope you have (had?) a nice time. You
will be (have been?) sadly missed by the SPT.'
We haven't been hauled off to the pound yet,
so we11 still be here. Sick Puppy Table
N.C. N.Y., N.Y. will not be the same without
you! The city has enough pains in the ne~k.
S.P.T.

for sale

services

Save $1.00 with this ad! 10·4 CB necklace with
double chain. Wear long or short. Outer 24-,
inner lSh. Two styles: romantic heart or lovers'
bar. Please specify which. $9.95 tax included.
$8.95 with this ad. Send money order to: M.J.
Caron. 327 Tremont St., Taunton, Ma. 02780.
Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.

Why do your own typing? Term papers,
reports, manuscripts, etc. Speedy,
professional typing at cheap prices. Call at
night, 69J.3821.
Summer jobs guaranteed or money back.
Nation's largest directory, minimum fifty
employers per state. Includes master
application. Only $3.00. Sumchoice, Box 645,
State College, Pa. 16801.

1974 Honda XI.250 MotorspOri. Must sell.
Never had any problems. Single' cylinder.
Many extras. $600 or best offer. For sale by
John K. Noble, Jr. Anytime. after 2:00, r~m
403 Durgin.

housing

Skis..K2-2 (ISO's). Tyrolia bindings. Nortalia
ooots, size 7. K2 poles. Skirack 'for back of car
and booth older incl. All in perfect condition··
only used 3 times. Call 828·0688, ask for
Shirley. Sold together or separate.

Wanted ..female student to share a two·
bedroom apartment in Kingswood with two
other female students. Will have own
bedroom. Call 697·2195.

Honda CL 175 Excellent Condo Elee. start,
many extras. Contact Jack at 515 Durgin Hall,
ext. 391.

lost & found
FOUND: bracelet in Maxwell Clement
Librar\l. Contact Sheila in Room 111 Shea Hall
to identify.

1964 Pontiac Tempest, Mech. sounds, new
paint, AM-FM stereo, must be seen. Call 7846432, Sharon, Mass.

$25 olfered for the return of an old German
embroidery book·-dimensions approx. 2" x 4".
Of gn'at personal value. Please contact Susan
Rose .. Biology Dept., ext. 315.

wanted

Experienced typist looking for VJork. Quick
service. Will pick up and deliver. Call

To Lisa Vallaincourt: Hope you had a very
Sweet 16th, all our deepest love and fondest
friendship forever, F., B.) and N.

Marge, 238·7492.
Work in Japan! Teach English conversation.
No experience, degree, or Japanese

ride/riders
Drivers needed. If you are driving to the S.
Florida area (Miami or Ft. Lauderdale) and
woule': like someone· to share driving and
expenses, please contact: Bob Silver and Bill
Cassano, 123 Scott, ext. 356,357 or Jim Kane,
424 Durgin. If possible, March 10.

<

Ride n~ded fOT two to Florida. Can leave any
time between March I3-March 22. Will-share
gps and driving. Please contact Bob, rm. la,
697·9676 or Paula, 697·6232. Thanks.

Luanne: Here's your very own personal. It
took four years but that doesn't matter. Let's
make ourselves beautiful again! Pushy
Patti: Have a good trip. Don't forget to send
. me a postcard. While you're laying out in the
sun remember me in tropical Bridgewater.
Pushy
The purple masquerade is alive and well in
Wood Hall. Anyone for another beer? All rise·
this is God speaking. MarY and Holly cheat at
musical chairs. But there's laughter in the
halls. M & J wants A's in volleybalL How'd the
popcorn get all over the floor! But we all made
it home safely. Too bad we all can't laugh that
way all the time!

My Dearest Tiggs, I thought being away in
New Orleans was bad, now it's March
Vacation. Thank you for r.ly best times here at
B.S.C. Hope to see you, say "hi" to the family.
Love ya, Blue Eyes.

Hi Snake! Take note that I though it was a
Mary, Liz, Darlene, Joan, Frank, Becca, and
Beth: Thanks a lot for everything all of you did '.good idea by me to tell you Happy 18th
for me on 3/2. Thanks again ... it's greatto have Birthday on the 5th, but I guess not cuz it didn't
friends like all of you. Love, Patti, 20 and I get put in. Maybe this one will. I also didn't sign
it like I told you I did, I signed it like this: Love
week!!
your "Older Brother"]
To Mary Weeder: You may never get to read
this because we are no longer apart of B.S.C.,
MSB; esq.·· Have a good vacation; d~n't work
too hard and good luck with everything. I'll
but no matter how many miles I go and how
miss you verY much. Love, your fellow
many smiles I show. 111 always save one for
you. I love you Andy Fairchild
senator·elect. P .S. You can charge my battery
any timel
MarY Anne: Thanks for the beautiful flowers!
Anne Marie, Jo, and Diane
To all "the Kids"-· Thanks so much for the
party last Saturday night. You guys are the
To the Sick Puppy Table: Glittering eyes,
best! hope your second semester is super. See
Sparkling Stars, The Light of Hope, Death to
you all next year. Love, Chris
you all. Sigmund
Purple Masqueraders unite. See how far two
dollars will get you. Where are we, Cleveland?
Anyone for musical spoons? Sue and Mary,
are you dead? What car? Let's go to Boston.
Cyndi, I'm shocked!. Who found Holly in the
closet? With those sunglasses? Boy this cake is
really good even without the macaroon. Gil
want to go and have some more lasagna at Tilly
or maybe the Last Supper atthe sub shop.
Where will we go next time .. Crazy?

Happy 20th Birthday Ginny. Sorry our wishes
are belated. Signed, The Sick Puppy Table.
<

must be given to a staff member or left
~§ 1. C/assifieds
the outer door of the office.

To Tiggs, The Rabbit in Red, Jean the Bean,
and Spaulding who doesn't play ball
(deprived!) Just a little note to say, Relax-·
you've got two weeks of play. To Tiggs-·we
don't have much to say. You'll probably be
studying Mr. Gray.
To Jean the Bean·-make
sure the sheets are dean. To Spaulding who
plays no basketball. Randt Newman will give
you a call. Last but not least it's the Rabbit in
Red··instead of getting loaded you should just
stay home in bed. Love and dirty thoughts
always, Piglet and Blue. Eyes.

2. The must be SIGNED. Your names will be withheld; howeuer, we need them for our own files . .
3. All c1assi/ieds must be limited to sixty words.
4. Due to limited space, we can'not put ih more than two classi/ieds per person.
"5. Deadline: 12:00 noon, Monday.
'. -6;" Please write legibly.

To all my friends who've made the years"at
B.S.C. easy to bear.. thanks. It's been a blast.
These are the times 111 remeber and you're the
friends who've made it happen. 111 miss you all,
but I'll be back once in a while. It's been great..
Love. Joyce

Thank you for your cooperation. The COMMENT Staff

Mary and JUlIe: 1 hanks again for the-gift.. you
should come up and see it sometime- I hope it
doesn't lake another blizzard for us to get
together again. Dianne

Schedule of services during

GO •••

BANANAS!

HE FUN

SlORE~:;:;;;::;:;;.

Selling:. army & navy ~s
• camping 50 PP~1H
• work cI othes &sho.~

Happy 20th Birthday Bim!! Love always, MarY
. Anne

• jeans tops 8; moret'

A t crazy discount prices
go ...

Classified Ad Form

• tJ.N~fl.11

566 FOREST AVE.
BROC.KTON, MA:
liiiiiiilOpen 9 am· 9 pm·r-..........11
Sat lOam·6pm

next to Brest Auto

LOST &FOUND

PERSONAL
OTHER

RIDE/RIDERS

at the Catholic Center

4
4
.7
9

p.m.
p.m.
p.m. (Sat.)

a.m.

7 p.m.

ADDITIONAL
10% OFF
. OUR ALR EADY

l

CRAZY '[)ISCOUNT PR I-I
CES WITH SCHOOL
OR COLLEGE 1.0.

Adtol'eadasfallows: _______________________

Holy Thursday
Good Friday
Easter Vigil "
Ea~ter Su~d~y

10:,45 a.m.

. , -. _. WITH THIS COUPON

HOUSING

Holy Week and Easter

• w.. ~ surplus

Watch out B.S.C. The Sick Puppy Table is
going to N.Y., N.Y. during vacation. I love
N.Y. NN member of the Group.

WANTED

on the editor's desk, OR put in the envelope

on

~

Circle Heading:
FOR SALE

Hey Kid, What would I do without you?
Thanks for everything. I'm glad it was me and
not Ellen. 111 miss you next year Southern man.
Love always, Denise

I .Rules for Classifieds and Personals

personals

7188.

Wash. 98531.

To Matt G.: Next time you're at an Alpha
Party, remind me not to stand near you (if you
'know what I mean)!

Lee, Wanna play football or would you rather
watch a submarine? Maybe you want to play
BACKGAMMON, play long enough maybe
you1l beat me. Better yet, why don't you make
cookies! Chocolate chip cookies would be
good. Lois

To Hie and KJu: You don't fool me with those
innocent ·who me?· fu.ces. You're really a
couple of con artists, but I LUV ya
. anyway .....HOPELESLY EMBARASSED

N.C.: If you think we're exciting at funerals,
you should see us at wakes. P .S. There are 22
Mike P.: Sorry if my comment offended you .. it
To the person who found my boots in the
OTHER tables in the SubShop, try one! J.E.D.
was all done in fun. Dianne
ladies' room of the Union" (ground floor, on
Friday night): please return them to. the
COM.\1ENT office or the info, booth. I need r~."..~~~....,.,ocoooocccocoooooo . .oeooeo~....o""~.....ecc
them desperately! No questions asked.

C allege Seniors: After 20 years of preparing to
enter the job market, ~ost of you are ready to
eam and spend money. We offer flexible
opportunities to eam money because we know
that a person With a bachelor's degree has the
confidence to make their education paying.
Before you accept a position offering under
$14,500, please talk to Paul Beane ~t 947·

J~\lired,;SeTld.self.addre~edenvelopefor
details.Japan.-M2,4ilW~'Center, Centralia,

To Steve M ... You're a real sweetheart to work
for. Had fun in the girls' room- but next time
bring your own paJ)€r towels-- the machine
that you inserted the dime in is for something
eise QUITE different. Maybe next time r can
visit the boys room. So long Mr. Pres... we will
all miss you. Love ya always. Sign, The Make·
Up Lady

IBTe's-· Another pitcher pleaset T.M. driking
BEERS?? Happy 18th T.M. WHO ate my
raviolis? Shut·up Howie. I can't believe it.. a
paint by number piece of plywood. Who
hoarded te beer nuts? M.C.-· How were the
bunnies, kick any doors lately? Quit fro/icing
T.C. Community Money Night. GOODNIGHT ALL: Brought to you by the Waltons.

WBSC _. Closed-Circuit T. V.

go ...

·"M#~~"
566 FOREST AVE.

army-navv goods • war surplus

BROCKTON.MA<

MiiiiilOPen 9 am . 9 pm,.......~..._.
Sat 10 am· 6 pm

next to BrlStA ut
t

___

. . . . . . . ""'

..

___

••

_ _ _ . . . . . . . . ;.

... -

..........

HEY •••
TO.' MAIERO!

They're "·teaching
all
those dances you and
Stephanie did in

IISATURDII RIIIIT FEVER"
ITTRE
Classi/ieds ar~ free for all students,
faculty,staff. and administration oj BSC.
For all others, rates are $1.50 per column inch.

lit. Central-St., Stouchton

Name/Phone

Address: ________________________

Tota/Amt. Enclosed:

PITRICIA KASEIA
DAIICE STUDIO

~

_____________

~

344-1443 183.. 1814 .

FL YlNG PIZZA
Telephone 697·13631
Bridgewater deliuery only
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SPORTS
Mike Boyle Awarded MVP
roads. No exuses, the hoopsters lost fair and
square even though the North Adams
Athletic Director was pressed into officiating
service because one official did not show.
Hence, another wait, the time for 45 minutes.
Objectively speaking; the aears s~emed to 00
<in a deep sleep from the minute they boarded
the bus. Final N.A - 86. BSS" 66.

The Canadian Split: on Nov. 25, 26 the
Bridgewater State College Basketball team
journeyed to Bishops University. The Bears
fought and clawed their way into a tie at the
end of regulation time.
In the first overtime, the Bears played them
even. Unfortunately, in the second overtime,
our Canadian friends proved too much. Net
result a 97-93 double overtime loss.
The good half of the split came the very
next day. With fire in their eyes you could see
the Americans had come to play. And play
they did! Perhaps the best ten minutes of
basketball ever played by a Bridgewater State
Basketball team. Steal after steal, layup after
layup until finally Bishops scored. Ten
minutes after the opening tap, the game had
been decided, 30 second clock and all. The
final score does not manifest the dominance
the hoopsters heibited.

Feb. 11 Despite the bad weather, and not
being able to practice as a team, the Bears
disposed of Worcester State on foreign tuff
quite nicely, 76-72. Percy Cook clinched this
game with 2 freethrows with 4 seconds
remaining.

Nov. 29 The first encounter with Boston
State was lost 85-71. Despite the 14 point
margin, Bridgewater was in the game right up
to the end. Poor freethrow shooting down the
stretch sealed the sin for Bo State.
Dec. 1 Did not prove to be the Bears day.
Everyone but Jack Stalski (12 boards) and~~:-:------:----------:--.-:----:-.:---:---:--:-:--:----_
Bill English (16 pts. 5 assists) seemed to have' double paractice' sessions. It was this
the lights out in the first half to the tune of .
gone into hibernation.ln the end, however, dedication throughout the season that won Finally they cooled down but time ran out on
Mike Brennan refused to say die and nearly the close games. Worcester State found that the Bears, 79·69. ENe was the first of three
out as they dared to enter the Bears' Den. . bad contests for BSe.
pulled it out falling just short 64·62.
Feb 2 BOston Statewent to their locker room
The Lancers left broken and mangled by a
Dec. 3 was a big day for the Bears. score of 85-72;
at half time shaking their heads and
Awakening from their hibernation state, BSe Jan. 14 At Westfield State the Bridgewater
wondering how to stop the Bridgewatre fast
snatched up a win over the' University of team attacked a tough zone employed by the . break. The Bears had played a solid first half
Lowell, a Division IT team, 81-69. This win Owls so well that the Owls had to 90 man to
of basketball and knew they had to put it
started the snowball a rollin'.
man. At th\s point th(fhoopsters hopped out
together again in the second haif. Things
Dec. 6 Fitchburg got smashed by a very high to a commanding 20 point lead. The surge
started off shakey and continued that way,
team 91·69. The entire team played well~ in was lead by Doug Daniels 19 pts. and 12
due to the fact that Eo State started hitting
short jump shots and killing any chance for a
particular Mike Boyle, playing great in all rebounds.
three catergories; 20 pts.• 9 rebounds and 4 Jan. 17 The dpening of school and the
b.reak away layap~"As"-each team's'1:Iefense
assists.
~ beginning- of confusion for Coach Tom
tightened, the number of turnovers
Knudson, Barney Ross, and players.
in~reased. Unfortunately, the Warriors
crellted several tunovers by successfully
Dec: 13 Mass. Maritime was th~ t~ird victim Regardless of this, the Bridgewater State
bOWing by a score of 78-72. ThIS victory can hoop team chalked up number six (in a row)
slopping the Bridgewater offense . With four
minutes to play, the hoopsters relinquished
be attributed to the strong bench of TRUE 86-74.
the lead and would never get it back. Mike
BLUES. Jim Billings apparent heir to Jack Jan. 28 North Adams led by 9 at the half and
Boyle scored his season' high of 25 pts. in the
Skalski and Doug Daniels,. Mike Brennan and lost to a different team than had played the
81-70 loss. Boston State won the game·· the'
his attitude, Jim Porrell a passing genius,and •. first half. That's right. The Bears pulled a Dr.
Mr. Punctuality Tom Leoffler.
Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde performance and were
Bears did not lose it.
Jan. 11 came quick for the Bearswhil most oi. lucky enough to pull out a 56-50 victory,
Feb. 4 North Adams' best weapon is her
you were still playing with the toys you got Jim. 31 Eastern Nazarene came to Kelly
home' court advantage. The advantage is
from Santa, the basketball team was in the Gym and, obviously, they did not adhere'to
really a disadvantage to the visitors who have
to travel 5 or 6 hours by bus on dangEf'rous
Kelly Gym panting and perspiring from the Mass. State Gun Law. BecauseENC shot

MEN'S/WOMEN'S/COEDSLOW-PITCH SOFTBALL

Feb 1~ Merrimack invaded Kelly Gym and
expected to play their subs the entire second
half. Howerver, someone forgot to tell
Bridgewater that they were supposed to roll
over and play dea,d. The Bears played a super
first half trailing by just 4 points. But in the
end, Merrimack had too much strength nnd
speed for the Bears to cope with for 40
minutes. Merrimack 87, BSe 67. BSe is to be
congratulated for holding Merrimack below
their 101 scoring average.
Feb. 17 Salem State played weii enough to
beat a sloppy Bridgewater team 73-61. Just a
horrible game, those things <happen ...
Feb. 19 Southeastern Mass. University 'blew
the Bears out last year, and it was not going to
happen again. This is becoming a nonconference rivairy, war if you wil1. The battle
charge was led by Mike Bayle's 24 points and
Mike Cheney's year high 18re.bounds and 6
assists. Mike Boyle single-handedly iced the
victorY by clicking on 12 free throws.
Feb. 28 The Bears wanted to avenge an
earlier loss to Framingham State. They
wanted it, man did thr!y want it. At the halfthe
locals had a surpricIngly large lead of four
pqints,. that's·' h~' close.. this . contest···was
expected to be. Never up by more than 8, the.
Bears could not pull away. The Rams caught
fire down the stretch and tied it up, the nest
few times down the court both teams
exchange baskets. With 34 seconds to play,
Mike Boyle clicked from the left of the' key.
The Rams called time and attempted to take a
good shot. The season appropriately ended
with great team defense, for the Rams could
not take a high percentage shot With 5
seconds to play, the Rams star Tony Lake
took an off balance 15 footer. The boards wer
swept, <and the game ended 72-70.

, cont. pg. 8

STUDENT/FACULTY/STAFF INTRAMURAL TENNIS

B g' th
k· A '1 3 1978'
TOURNAMENT.'
,.~ inS e wee ,oJ pn ,. .
.
' . '., . . , .... J. rQlJ~NAMENT: CHALLENGE LADDER
All rosters must be turned mto the IM/REC C(?ordinatbr (109,,'$., ,TYPE!: Ongoing. The week of April 3 through the week o!mdy,
22nd
, Kelly) no later(t.han 4p.m., Wednesday,march 29th.'·NO LATER· 3 EN'TRIES Ind"'d
t .ry Jorms<may
.(
b'eo bt'
lur uaIen
ame'd'm·the IetterENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED!!!
rack by the 1M bulletin board in the main lobby of Kelly Gym. ALL
15 players may beon a roster.< You may be on only ONE roster, i.e. ROSTERS ARE DUE NO LATER . THAN 4 p.m. ON
THURSDA Y, MARCH 30th TO THE IM/REC COORDINA TOR,
if you are playing on a men's or women's team, you may not als() 109 KELL Y.
,play on a coed team and vise-versa.
4. AWARDS GIVEN TO:' Final Winner
5. RULES AND REGULATIONS:
*All intercollegiate baseball/softball players are ineligible,
a. A player must play at least once a week. Failure to. do so
An $8.00 forfeit fee must accompany all rosters if your team means loss of one level position.
.
h.,Players can challenge either directly above or two leue'ls
wishes to be scheduled.
above them provided they have not made or accepted another
challenge. If a challenge is not accepted, one level is lost.
c. Players are moved up or down the rungs of the ladder
,WOMEN'S POWDERPUFF FOOTBALL
according to the results' of play.
.
Begins week of April 3, 1978
. d. If the one challenged does not play or plays and is beaten, the
two players change position. If the one above wins, no change
All rosters must be turned n to the IM/REC Coordi'nator no later occurs. When two contestants have met, they cannot play each
than 4 p.m. on Tuesday, march 28th. NO LATER ENTRIES WILL other again until each one has played with another contestant.
The name~/addresses/pone numbers of all players will be sent to
aU participants along with the rules of the tourney and a copy of
BE ACCEPTED!
An $8.00 forfeit fee must accompany all entries in ordf;r for your the ladder. Keep this for reference to note changes in player
position. A copy of the ladder will be posted on the 1M bulletin
team to be scheduled.
' board.in the main lobby of Kelly' Gym.
f
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Gymnasts End Season
The Bridgewater State College 9ymnastcs
team wrapped up its regular season with a 4-4
record. Their final meet of the year was a trimeet against University of Rhode Island and
Central Connecticut. For Bridgewater this
was their finest meet of the season totaling a
career high of nO.7 points. The final scores
were URI·1l9.35, BSC·l10.7, Central Conn.62.3.
Bridgewater had an excellent day vaulting,
scoring 31.3 points, beating Central Conn. by
ten and URI by one point. Sue Ganley topped
all vaulters with 8.0. Also scoring high were
Sue Moore-7.9, Jean Laliberte-7.B (a career
high!), and Gail Anderson·7.6. Vaulting for
the first time this season was Linda Surman,
tallyinq a super 6.85.

On the uneven parallel bars, Sue Ganley
was the top scorer with a 6.9. Freshman,
Sandi Balduf pulled through with a 6.2. Sandi
has been scoring consistently higher all
season. Also scoring were Lynne Scott·5.5
and Gail Anderson·5.3.
The "BEAM TEAM" had a super day as
everyone performed solidly. Gail Anderson
took the high honors with 7.65. Sue Ganley
performed a side aerial (a move rarely seen at
this level of competition) and received a 7.4
for her performance. Also scoring high for
BSC were Nora Kenny·7.3, Lynne Scott-6.7,
and Ca.thy Spillane-6.4.
On the floor exercise, Sue Ganley was
once again high performer with a 7.9 routine.

Money Ends Career

Bse s Lynne Scott performed one of her best
routines scoring 7.05. Also scoring for BSe
were Nora Kenny-6.25 and Mary Hutchins·
5.25.
TEAM NOTES:
Before the meet the BSC team presented
their co-captain and only senior with red and
white carnations, as this was the last regular
meet ior Gail Anderson ........ All-around, Sue
Ganley totaled 30.1 points for her third time,
which qualifies her for the Easterns,.
CONGRATULATIONS SUE! ........ The
Mass. State Gymnastics Meet was held on
Sunday, March 5th at Bridgewater State
College. The BSC team placed fourth in this
meet, missing first by four points to 'Boston
StatE:.. ...... Bridgewater had six girls qualify for:
the finals in that meet. The qualifiers included;
Fresh man, Sandi Balduf (Bars), Sophomores,
Lynne Scott (Floor Exercise), Nora Kenny
(Beam), and Sue Ganley (All around), Junior,
Jean Laliberte (Vaulting) and Senior Gail
Anderson (Beam) ........ Sue Ganley took third
place in the overall All-around competition,
with a second on the balance beam, third in
vaulting and sixth on the floor: Nora Kenny
tied fer fifth place on the beam .......... ..
... Coach Dayna Daniels should be
congratulated for the superior job she did on
the organization of the State Meet.
Everything ran very smoothly ........ A job well
done ........ More about the State Meet in the
next i£.sue ........

Baseball
Highlights
by Doug Mildram
The Bridgewater State Varsity Baseb all
Team will be heading to Virginia Bea ch on
Sunday. Departure is scheduled at 8:00 am
as the Bears will journey down by way of
the college vans. Arrival time is expected
to be around 11:00 pm as the Bears begin
'
an eight day to expect this year.
BSC will be using Old Dominion'
University's field (i9cated near Virginia
Beach) for practice purposes and will begin
their Southern slate with a_game vs. ODU on
Tuesday. Monday will be used solely for
practice as the Bears begin preparation ofr a
tough schedule that will include Norfolk
State, Quinnipiac, and various semi·
professional teams.
Players making the trip include:
Bill Correy (newly appointed assistant coach)
Glenn Chatterton-eo-captain ... Paul Godino
Joe Higgins-co captain ....... Andy Mullen
John Kerley ................ Paul DiLegro
Joseph Q'Halloran .......... Jack Kelleher
Doug Mildram: -............... Rich Nylen
Rich Cyzewski . . . . . . . . . . . .. Gary Buelow
Jack Mac Brine ............... Stan Russel
C. Sullivan .................... Jim Wells
Mike Condry.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Bob Spinney
Rich Harwood .... ; ........... Paul Drury
There will be a column with a Virginia
Beach rap·up in the next issue of the
COMMENT

TO SPORTS EDITOR
Steve
Greene represented the BSC men's swim team
at the 59th Annual New England Intercollegiate Swimming Association Championships
this past week·end. The meet was held at Springfield College.
For Money, the meet closed out his brilliant four-year swimming career here at BSC.
He competed in the 200 yard breatstroke, the 200 yard individual medley, and the 100
yard butterfly. Money's time of 2:08.0 in the individual medley establishes a new BSC
team record, breaking Mike Arsenault's old standard of 2:08.6, set in 1974. Greene,
cOl'!lpeting in both high and low board diving events, also failed to make a scoring finish,
?\It..1~l'l):e~, a.~f~a.t, d~~from. the experience, as he and Money competed with some of
'tN:dj'est sWimmi:!ts·'artd';'dlvers-lfi thel"e91on:
In addition, BSC swim coach Joe Yeskewicz served as Meet Referee, part of his duties
as President of the NEISA.
The University of Maine-Orono dominated the meet, folowed by a distarit Williams
College team, then Springfield, Bowdoin, Southern Connecticut, and Tufts.
PAW SPLASHERS: Coach Yeskewicz will be the Meet Referee for NCAA Division II
Swimming and Divng Championships which have been rescheduled from Clarion State
College in Pennsylvania to Springfield College due to National Coal Strike. The dates for
the meet are March 16, 17,' and 18.
'!,

"
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1 am writing this letter concerning two basketball
players, and also friends of mine, Jim Billings and Mike
Brennan. They played for the basketball team, this year,
which had a lot of talent and was very successful.
Unfortunately, they didn't play much and- t!,ithout any
.on;r'aints. However, there is a rule here at Bridgewater
_
eng that if you don't play enough games, during the
season, you don't receive a Varsity letter. So, what these
two/inemen did was to go to practice every day from
October 15 to February 28 and were left out of receiving a
letter. If they didn't show up for practice, we wouldn't have
been able to scrimmage to prepare ourselves for each
game. It was when many starters were injured and couldn't
practice that these two played an important role.
I would like to thank both Jim and Mike for a job well
done.
J.P.

cont. from pg. 7
Co-captains Doug Daniels r and Jack Skalski's
Bridgewater basketball careers are over.
Both men are directly responsible for this
successful season. After all, the center· is the
most important position on the team, and
they sure were good at their respective roles.
However, not as often realized is the
importance of leadership off the court. For
my money, Jack and Doug had the toughest·
assignments ever. They had to hold a
young, not too experienced and very
emotional team together through the stress
and storm of a controversial coaching
change. It is clear that these two mature men
were equal to the task and next 'Year they will
both be successes in the "real world."
Now let us reflect OJ;! the future, with ten
lettermen (in my opinion) returning the road
.ahead looks bright. This observer is confident
that the Bears' pot of gold is a matter of '
months away.
The recipient of the awards were Mike
Boyle, "'MVP", Mike Cheney,Most Improved
Player, and co·captain JacK Skalski "Unsung
Hero." Mike Boyle received everyone' vote
but his own, and was by far the most
. deserving, player on the team. Mike Cheney
was the Bears' "chairman of the boards" all
season long, averaging nine caroms per game
and scoring in double figures as well as
blocking " mucho" s11.ots. That leaves Jack
Skalski an inspiration to everyone by his
actions. Jack never got the head lines, he just'
did a super job & kept quiet. Jack was the
intimidating force in the middle of a very
effective zone.
The team would like to thank the following
in no particular order; our loyal fans and
student body, OUf talented cheerleaders,
our equipment manager Bud, our trainers
Charlie, Bjngo,DEG, and Matt, Walter and
Mike, Mike, Harry A Lehmann ourAD.,
John McKinnon,Chuck on Stats, Emmit. ,
the Coaching Staff Tom Knudson, Barney
Ross, Charlie King, the voice of the Bears'
Kaia Knudson, and anyone else that makes
each season enjoyable. Best of luck to next
year's co· captains Mike Boyle and Tommy
Loeffler.
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